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We study a class of characteristic zero representations of S, induced from one dimensional 
representations of Young subgroups. These representations occur naturally in the representation 
theory of the general Lie superalgebra and generalize the classical notions of flag characters and 
Young modules. As a consequence of our study, we generalize the classical Cauchy identities for 
Schur functions to the setting of (k,/)-hook Schur functions. Finally we give a bijecture proof 
of our (k,/)-hook Schur function Cauchy identities by generalizing the Knuth correspondence b - 
tween matrices and pairs of column strict tableau to the setting of (k,/)-hook Schur functions. 
In this paper we study characteristic zero representations of S, induced from one 
dimensional representations of Young subgroups. These representations occur 
naturally in the representation theory of the general linear Lie superalgebra [ 1]; they 
generalize the classical notions of flag characters [2] and Young modules [4]; and 
have a number of interesting combinatorial properties. 
1. Definitions 
Fix non-negative integers n, k, 1. If A 1U... UA m - -  { 1,..., n} is a partition, then 
the subgroup of Sn 
{a~Sn[cr(Ai)=A i, i= 1,...,m} 
is called a Young subgroup. If Sa, x ' . .  x Sam is such a subgroup and F is a one- 
dimensional module for it, then for each Sa, F is either the trivial or the alternat- 
ing module. We now fix a~, ... ,ak,  b 1, ... ,b  I non-negative integers with sum n, 
b) = So x Sb = So, X . .. x So, x Sb, X . .. x Sb, C_ S ,  
a Young subgroup and F, an Sta; b) module with trivial Sa action and alternating Sb 
action. 
We use the symbol [2] to denote the S,-character corresponding to A ~ Par(n). 
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The following Sn-characters are equal: 
(1) The character induced from F ,F  as described above. 
(2) [(a~)] ~-- .  ~ [(aD] ~ [(lb')] ~ . . .  ~) [(lb')]. 
(3) The character of eFSn, where 
e=(~s  a)(o~s Sgn(tOtr ]" 
(4) The character of tf' tgk@ ... up'FSn, under the • action of [1]. More ex- 
plicitly, Sn acts on words of length n in {tl, ..., tg, Ul, ..., ut} by 
Xl "" x,, * tr = fi(a)Xa(l)"" xo(,O 
where I= {i [xi e {Ul,..., ut} } and where fz : S~ --* { + 1 } is as in [7]. 
(5) We construct a module with basis the set of pairs of tableaux (P, Q), p of 
shape (at, ..., ak), Q of shape (bl, ..., bl), each with entries from { 1, ..., n} with no 
repetition and with natural S~ action by substitution. We then mod out by the 
module generated by all (P, Q) -  sgn(0(Pt7, Qz), where tr is a row permutation of 
P and r is a row permutation of Q. Then the quotient has character as (1)-(4). 
We call the character defined in these manners a hook flag character and denote 
it by g(a; b). 
We now restate (from [1]) some basic results about hook flag characters and 
redefine some notions used in studying them. 
Given a partition it = (it1 >-~it2 ~ "'" ~-~itk>-~0), the Ferrer's diagram of shape it is the 
set of left justified rows of cells or squares with it1 cells in the first row, it2 cells in 
the second row, etc. For example 
F(3, 2,2,1) = 
Given two partitions, it - - ( i t l ,  " " , i tk )  and/a--(/al, ...,/at), we write/a_<it if l<_k and 
/ai<_iti for i= 1, ...,l. If/a_<A, the skew diagram of shape it//a is the squares of Fx 
that remain after we remove the sc uares of F u. For example, 
F(3,2, 2,1)/(2,1) = 
In what follows we shall consider fillings of skew diagrams F;~/u with two types 
of numbers, namely the numbers 1, 2, ... which we shall call regular numbers and 
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the numbers 1', 2',... which we shall call primed numbers. A column strict tableau 
7"] of  shape A//z is a filling of the cells of Fall, with either all regular numbers or all 
primed numbers uch that the numbers in each row weakly increase from left to 
right and the numbers in each column strictly increase from top to bottom. A row 
strict tableau T2 of shape 1//~ is a filling of the cells of F~/~, with either all regular 
numbers or all primed numbers uch that the numbers in each row strictly increase 
from left to right and the numbers in each column weakly increase from top to 
bottom. For example, the tableaux T~ and T2 in Fig. 1 are column strict and row 
strict respectively. 
1' 2' 3~ 
1' 3' 
7"1= T2= 2' 3' 
Fig. 1. 
T is called a standard tableau of shape A if T is a column strict tableau such that 
each of the numbers 1,..., n occur in T where n = I AI = number of cells of F~. 
Berele and Regev in [1] introduced the notion of a (k, l)-semistandard tableau. A 
(k, l)-semistandard tableau T of  shape A is a filling of F~ with numbers from the set 
{1, ..., k, 1', ..., l'} such that (i) the regular part of T, i.e. the cells of F~ which con- 
tain regular numbers form a column strict tableau Tr of shape fl where ,8 is some 
partition such that ]~<_A and (ii) the primed part of  T, i.e. the cells of F~ which 
contain primed numbers form a row strict tableau Tp of shape A/ft. For example, 
T in Fig. 2 is a (3, 4)-semistandard tableau of shape (4, 3, 2, 1) 
T= 
1 1 
2 3 
1' 3' 
I' 
Fig. 2. 
2' 3, I 
2' 
We let ~k,0(A) denote the set of all (k,l)-semistandard tableaux of shape 1. 
Given T~k,0(A) ,  we define the type of T,r(T), as z(T)=(vl,.. . ,Vk; tzl,...,lzt) 
where vi = number of times i occurs in T and/zt = numbers of times i' occurs in T; 
and we define the weight of T, co(T), as the monomial co(T)=x~ . . . .  v~,,m ... y~,t "~k 2"1 
For example, for T as pictured, z(T) = (2,1,1; 2, 2, 2) and co(T)= x2x3y2y2y 2. 
Following [1], we define the Hook Schur function by 
HSa(xl, . . . ,xk;Yl, . . . ,Yt)= ~ co(T). 
We let Stk, O(A) denote the cardinality of ~k,O(A) and Stk, O(A, r) the number of 
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tableaux in ~k,0(~.) of type r. These latter numbers are of interest because of 
Theorem 1 [1, Lemma 3.23]. 
x(a; b) = b))[, l] .  
E Par(n) 
In the case l= O, Theorem 1 gives the well known decompositions of flag char- 
acters, the coefficients k(it, a) are known as Kostka numbers, and the square 
matrix (sk, t(A, u) l,l, u ~ Par(n), ht(A), ht(p)<k) is invertible (see [2], [4, Chapter 
19]). In the general case an analogous theorem also holds. First, note that [1, 
Theorem 3.20] 
{A e Par(n) lYk, t(A) ~:0} = {2 = (Al, A2, .--) e Par(n) [ Ak + l -<l} .  
This set is denoted H(k, 1; n). Then: 
Theorem 2 [1, Corollary 6.43]. The matrix (Sk, t(A, (a; b))lA eH(k,  l; n)) has maxi- 
mal rank, i.e., fo r  every 2 ~H(k,  l; n), [2] can be written as an (integral) linear com- 
bination o f  hook f lag characters. 
2. Tensor products 
In this section we introduce (Theorem 3) a formula for the (inner) tensor product 
of two hook flag characters. There are already techniques for computing the tensor 
product of arbitrary Sn-characters ([2], [5]). We present Theorem 3 because it yields 
new combinatorial identities (Corollary 4); because it sheds new light on [ 1, Lemma 
7.23]; because it further demonstrates the similarity of flag characters and hook flag 
characters; and because it is more efficient han existing methods in the case of large 
n and small k and l such as may occur in the study of pl(V) or of p.i. algebras. Since 
the hook flag characters are not linearly independent there may be other interesting 
tensor product formulas. 
We now fix ct = (al , . . . ,  ak; b l , . . . ,  bt) = (a; b) and fl = (cl , . . . ,  ca; dl,..., din) = (c ;  d) 
with n = a~ + ... + bt = cl + "" + din. As in the classical case, we set 
I k+l 
~'(a, fl) = (k + 1) × (h + m) matrices (mij) ~., m U = otj for all j ,  
i=1 
h+m 1 ~, mi j=f l i  for all j, m i jeZ  + . 
j=l 
If (mo) is in ~(a ,  p) we speak of the entries mij as on diagonal or off diagonal as 
in Fig. 3. 
Then for A = (mij) e .,¢l(a, #) we set 
x(A)= ~) [(mij)]<~ ~ t(lm~)l. 
ra 0 on m• off 
diagonal diagonal 
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,I 
,I 
on off 
Just as in the classical case we have: 
Theorem 3. x(a; b)®x(c; d)= E {z(A) [A e ~(a, fl)}. 
Proof. We will realize x(a; b) and X(c; d) as in § 1(4), by toFSn and to'FS.; 
to = t~' ... ,ak,,b, ... UOl , ~  '*1 ~- v®n 
to'= t~ c''" "'h"c""'d' . . . , ,1  u~ dm ~ V'®n; 
V has basis {tl,..., tk, ul , . . . ,  ut}, 
l I ! 
V' has basis {t~, ..., th, u], . . . ,  Urn}. 
Then :t(a; b)®x(c; d) is the character of 
toFSn ®v to 'FSn = Spanr{toa®to'z [ o', z e Sn } c_ V®n ® V '®n. 
We make the usual identification of vector spaces V®"® V '®"-  (V® V') ®". The 
vector space V® V' has basis 
{ ti(~ tj} U { ti(~ uj} U { Ui(~ tj} U { Ui(~ Igj} 
which we denote {zij} in the obvious manner. This basis yields a notion of 
multidegree for monomials in (V®V' )  ®n and we write a multidegree as in a 
(k + 1)x (h + m) matrix. If A is such a matrix, let 
MA -- SpanF {totr ® to'z e toFSn ® to'FSn [ deg(toa ~ to'z) = A }. 
The following are straightforward: 
(1) MA is an S,,-module, cyclic on any monomial in it. 
(2) o~FSn®to'FSn=(~{MA[A e dt'(a,/~)}. 
(3) MA has character z(A); for if m is a monomial in M.4, then F.  m is a trivial 
module for the appropriate subgroup of S, and an alternating module for the ap- 
propriate subgroup of Sn. 
This proves the theorem. [] 
There is a standard inner product on Sn characters, <, >, under which the ir- 
reducible characters form an orthonormal basis: <[A], [g]>=6~ u. It is well known 
that 
<~t, v®tT> = <A ® v, ~> 
off on 
~- h m 
Fig.  3. 
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for any Sn-characters ,~, v, tr. By Theorem 1 it is clear that 
<z(a; b), [hi> = Sk, t(,~; (~ b)) 
and, in particular that 
(z(a; b), [(r/)]) = I 10 
and that 
( z (a ;  b), [ ( ln ) ] )  = I10 
We can now prove 
if bi < 1 for all i, 
otherwise 
if a i_  1 for all i, 
otherwise. 
Coro l la ry  4. (a) There is a one-to-one correspondence b tween {(P, Q) [ p and Q are 
semistandard tableaux, have the same shapes, and types (a; b) and (c; d), 
respectively} and {A ~ ~g(a, fl) I A has all off-diagonal entries equal 0 or 1 }. 
(b) There is a one-to-one correspondence between {(P, Q) IP and Q are semi- 
standard tableaux, have conjugate shapes, and types (a; b) and (c; d), respectively} 
and {A e ~tl(a, fl) I A has all diagonal entries equal to 0 or 1 }. 
For example, if ct = (3,0, 1; 2,2) and p=(1,  1, 1; 5) 
is: l oooo] ilOOOO] 
1 0 0 0 0  1 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 1 0 ' 0 000  1 ' 
1 0 1 1 2  1 0 1 2 1  oooo] o o o] 
0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0  
1 000  1 ' 0 0 0 0  ' 
0 0 1 2 1  0 1 1 2  [1oooo] E10000] 
1 0 0 0 0  1 0 0 0 0  
1 0 0 0 0  ' 00  1 00  ' 
00 1 22  1 0 0 2 2  
i ] [ 1 
1 0 0 0 0  0 0 1 00  
0 0 1 0 0  1 0 0 0 0  . 
1 0 0 0 0  ' 1 0 0 0 0  ' 
1 0 0 2 2  1 0 0 2 2  
then the set of matrices in 4(a) 10001] 0 0 0 0  
1 0 0 1 ' 
0011 
0 0 0 0 1 ]  
1 0 0 0 0  
1 0 0 0 0  ' 
1 0 1 2 1 
and the set of pairs of tableaux is: 
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P 
111,  
3 
1' 
1' 
2' 
2' 
111 ,  
3 
1' 
1' 
2' 
2' 
" -1111' ,  
3 
1' 
2' 
~_2' 
111,  1 
31'  
1' 
2' 
2' 
"111,  
32 '  
1' 
1' 
2' 
Clearly there 
123  
1' 
1' 
1' 
1' 
131"  
2 
1' 
1' 
1' 
1' 
12317 
1' 
1' 
1' 
1' 
21;" 
1'3 
1' 
1' 
1' 
1 217 
1'3 
1' 
1' 
1' 
are ten of each. 
111 ,  
3 
1' 
1' 
2' 1' 
2' 1' 
"-1 1 1 3, 
1' 
1' 
2' 
2' 
121  ,~ 
3 
1' 
1' 
1231 ? 
1' 
1' 
1' 
1' 
1112 ' ,  
3 
I t 
1' 
2' 
"-111, 
31'  
1' 
2' 
2' 
P 
111,  
32 '  
1' 
1' 
2' 
1231;  
1' 
1' 
i t 
1' 
1317 
21 '  
1' 
1' 
1' 
131'-" 
21 '  
1' 
1' 
1' 
Proof of Corollary 4. (a) We calculate (;¢(a; b),x(c; d)) in two ways. First 
(x(a; b), X(c; d)) = ( E~ s(~, (a; b))t2l, Eu s(p, (c; d))[pl) (by Theorem 1) 
= ~ s(,L (a; b)) S(p, (c; a))([Xl, Lu]> 
= ~ s(2, (a; b)) s(A, (c; d)) (by orthogonality). 
On the other hand 
(x(a; b), X(c; d))= (x(a; b), X(c; d)® [(n)]) 
= (x(a; b)®X(C; d), [(n)]> 
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=<E {x(A)IAE~(a,B)},[(n)]> (by Theorem 3) 
= # {A e ~'(a, fl) [ off diagonal elements _< l }. 
This proves (a). 
To prove (b) one makes the analogous calculation for (z(a; b),z(c; d)®(l")>, 
using the fact that [2]®[(In)] =[A']. [] 
It is possible to deduce from Corollary 4 an analogue of the Cauchy identities for 
Schur functions. For reasons of exposition we postpone these identities until after 
we give a direct bijective proof of Corollary 4 in the next section. 
3. Combinatorics 
In this section we give a purely combinatorial proof of Corollary 4. The proof 
involves a construction analoguous to the Schensted-Knuth correspondence, which 
we consider to be of independent interest and which we show to have a number of 
formal properties like those of the Schensted-Knuth correspondence. In [1] there 
is also a correspondence between pairs of tableaux and words, but it is not 
equivalent to the present one. 
We first define an analogue of the Schensted bumping process for (k, / )-semi- 
standard tableau. We shall think of the primed numbers as strictly larger than the 
regular numbers, that is, 1 < 2 < 3 <.. .  < 1'< 2 '< 3'<.- . .  First, let us recall the usual 
row insertion algorithm which in its most general form is due to Knuth [5]. 
Row insertion algorithm. Given a column strict tableau T (filled with regular 
numbers) and an a e { 1, 2, ... }, we define the insertion of a into T, T,--a, by the 
following recursive algorithm. 
Let b <-... <-bk be the first row of T and T' be the rest of T. 
Case 1. If a>--bk, then T~a is the tableau 
I 
Case 2. Otherwise, find i such that bi_l<_a<bi, then T*--a is the tableau 
b,l'"bi_l[albi ll'"bkl 
T'~'bi i 
I 
Our modified row insertion algorithm is defined as follows: 
Modified row insertion algorithm. Given a (k, l)-semistandard tableau T and an 
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a e { 1,..., k, 1',..., l'}, we define the insertion of a into T, T = a, by the following 
recursive algorithm: 
Let bl-<----< bk be the first row of T and T' be the rest of T. 
Case lr. If ae{1, . . . ,k}  and a>-bk, then T=a is the tableau 
I  ,1 r '  I I 
Case 2r. If a~ {1, ...,k} and not Case lr, then find i such that bi-i <-a<bi and 
let T = a be the tableau 
z" I '" I l"-' I a I b'+' I ' I I r'=o, 
I 
Case lp. If ae  {1; ...,l'} and bk<a, then let T=a be the tableau 
bll---Ib I~1 
I 
Case 2p. If a~ {1', ...,l'} and not Case lp, then find i such that bi_l<a<-bi and 
let T = a be the tableau 
b'l'"lai-'l°lb'+'lT" ~ a, .... [ a~l 
I 
It is easy to see that the only difference between the usual inseration algorithm 
comes when we insert a primed number. That is, when a regular number a is inserted 
into a row, it bumps the first element which is strictly greater than a, but when a 
primed number a is inserted into a row, it bumps the first element which is greater 
than or equal to a. Of course, it is easy to check that our insertion algorithm ensures 
that for the first row of T~a,  the regular numbers always preceed the primed 
numbers, the regular numbers are weakly increasing, and the primed numbers are 
strictly increasing. Indeed, by rather standard inductive arguments which are 
routine for those familiar with tableaux theory, one can prove that T = a is always 
a (k,/)-semistandard tableau. 
Given a word og=o91"'ogn, we let T~o9 (respectively T=o9) denote 
((...((T,-o91),--to2)-.-)~ton (respectively ( - - ' ( (T=ah) ' " )~ogn) .  Our next result 
will show that the process of inserting aword o9 from the alphabet {1, ..., k, 1', .... l' } 
into the empty tableau fl via our modified row insertion algorithm can be reduced 
to the usual row insertion algorithm of permutations. That is, suppose 
to = o91 -'- mn is a word with ai i 's for i= 1,..., k and by j " s  for j '=  1',..., l'. We 
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associate a permutation P(to)=Pl ""Pn with to by labelling the l 's from left to 
right with 1, ..., a~, the 2's from left to right with a~ + 1, ...,a~ + a2, etc. and then 
labelling the l"s  from right to left by 1 + ~=~ ai, ..., bl + ~,ik=~ ai, the 2"s from right 
to left by bl + 1 + ~ ai,..., bl + b2 + ~ ai, etc. 
An example of the correspondence to,-P(to) is given below. 
to=l  2' 2121 '1 '  3' 313 3' 2' 
P (m)=l  (11)4259 8 (13)637(12)(10) 
If T= 0~-P(to), then let R(T) be the tableau which results from T by replacing each 
ai in T by toi- For example, for the word to given above, P(to) and R(T) are as in 
I I 
1 2 3 6 7 110 I 1 1 
4 5 12 2 2 
8 13 R(T)= 1' 3' 
9 1' 
11 2' 
Fig. 4. 
T=fl~P(to) = 
1 31312 1 
3' 
Fig. 4. 
Theorem 5. I f  to=tol" ' ton & a word from the alphabet {1,. . . ,k, l ' , . . . , l '} and 
T=fl*--P(to), then R(T)=O=to.  
Proof. We proceed by induction on the length of 09. The theorem is trivial for words 
of length 1. So assume the theorem is true for all words of length _<n- 1 and fix 
09 = tol "'" ton. Let P(to)= a~ .-. an. It is easy to see that our labelling ensures that 
? ? 
the relative order of al ". an-1 is the same as the relative order of al "" an-1 = 
P(tol "'" ton-l). Moreover, if R(T')  is the result of replacing a: by toi in T '= 
fl~a~ ""an-i  and R(T*) is the result of replacing a i by toi in T*=f l * - -a  I ".an_l ,  
then clearly R(T ' )=R(T*) .  Thus .we can assume by induction that T* has the 
following properties. 
(i) R(T*) = fl = to l  " ' "  ton -  1, and 
(ii) if 
. :  a;.! ira/, I 
where T** =O=aj, ... aj,, then 
U*- I~*= tol "'" ton- I  = toil I "'" I to/~ ] 
U** I 
I 
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where U**=0=toj,--- to j~ and moreover the relative order of aj, ...aj~ is the same 
as the relative order of a~... a~ = P(toj,...tojp). 
We now must prove that properties (i) and (ii) will continue to hold after we insert 
ton in U* and a~ in T*. We have four cases to consider. 
Case lr. Now if to,>toi,, and to~ is a regular number, then toi, is a regular 
number and by our labelling an > a~, since even in the case where ta n = to~,, the fact 
that to~ is the last letter ensures that an > a~. Thus 
U=to~= U**toil [ "'" I toi* [ ton I  ] and T,,--a,=lai,T**...t aiqla'] 
Case lp. If to,, > toi~ and ton is a primed number, then our labelling ensures that 
a,>ai~ so that U*=ton and T**--an are exactly as pictured in Case lr. 
Case 2r. Suppose to n is regular and toim_,-< to~ < toil- Again our labelling ensures 
that aim_, < an < aim. Hence 
U*  ¢= (-/)n ~-- I I  O+l I I 
U** ~ toim 
I 
and 
T*+---at/ ai, I lai'lT** a  l i" I ] a' I 
I 
Thus to complete the induction step in this case, we need only show that the 
relative order of aj, "'ajpaim+~ is the same as the relative order of a~...apap+l= 
P(toj,"" tojptoim+l)" It is clear that if toJs < toim < ¢°jt, then aj~ < aim < aj. But we must 
show that if to j,, = toJh2"'" = toJh~ is the subsequence of numbers of to j, .-- tojp which 
are equal to cairn where Jh, < "'" <Jh2, then 
(i) toim regular implies ajh ~ < aA2 <... < aA~ < aim, and 
( i i )  toim primed implies ajh '> aA, >... > ajh ~> aim. 
So suppose toim is a regular number, then by our induction hypothesis, we know 
that ajh,<aA2<...<ajh s. Now if aim<ajh/ then by our original labelling im<Jhs. 
Thus at the time toJhs was inserted, it would not bump to/m since toim-toJhs" Since 
toim is in the first row of U*, we must conclude that at the time toJh, is inserted 
both to~m and toJh~ are in the first row. But then at any later time in the insertion 
process, ¢ojh" cannot be bumped unless o~im was bumped first. Thus since to~m ends 
up in the first row of U*, we would have to conclude that toj,, also is in the first 
row of U*. But our assumption is that toJhs is not in the first row so that aim < aA~ 
is impossible in this case. 
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Next suppose coim is a primed number. Again by induction we can assume that 
aA, > ... >ajh ~. NOW if aim>ay,, then by our original labelling im <Jh,. But then at 
the point where coy,, is inserted, we know that coim is in the first row since coim is in 
the first row of U* and hence COJh, would bump coim which is impossible. Thus it 
must be the case that ajh> aim. 
Case 2p. Suppose con is a primed number and col,_, <con <- colin" Again even if 
con=colin, we are assured by our labelling that ai,_,<an<aim. Hence 
I I i., I i° I /o+ I I 
U **  ¢= coim ,, ,, I 
I 
and 
T ~g c=: art ai, I la,., l an I I la/  I 
T**~ ai~ I 
1 
Again we must show that the relative order of aj~ . . .  a jpa im is the same as the 
relative order of a[ ... apa~+l =P(tojl ... cojpcoim). Note that in this case coi, must be 
a primed number so that by the same argument as in Case 2r, we need only show 
that if coA, = coA2 = ' "= coY,, is the subsequence of numbers of coy, --. cojp which are 
equal to coim where jh,< "'" <Jhs, then ay> .-. >aA>aim. Our induction hypothesis 
implies that aA>. . .>aA;  Once again we can argue that if am>aA2 then at the 
time coy,, is inserted that coy,, would bump coim. Thus aL> aim and our induction 
step is complete. [] 
Given a word (/)=col " ' "  con, we say that a subsequence coy, "'" coJs of co is (k,l)- 
increasing if in coy, ..- cojs all the regular numbers preceed the primed numbers, the 
regular numbers are weakly increasing, and the primed numbers are strictly increas- 
ing. We say that coy1 ... toA is (k, l)-decreasing if all the primed numbers preceed all 
the regular numbers, the primed numbers are weakly decreasing, and the regular 
numbers are strictly decreasing. Now Schensted [9] proved that for permutations 
tr=tr l . . . t r  n, the length of the first row of T=O,-tr l . . . tr  n is the length of the 
longest increasing subsequence of trl -.- tr n and the length of the first column of T 
is the length of the longest decreasing subsequence of trl---trn. Thus by applying 
Schensted's results and Theorem 5 we have the following. 
Theorem 6. For any word to = col.., con on the alphabet { 1,..., k, 1',..., l'}, let 
T = l~ ~ co. Then 
(i) the length of  the first row of  T equal the length of  the longest (k, l)-increasing 
subsequence of  to, and 
(ii) the length of  the first column of  T equals the length o f  the longest (k, l)- 
decreasing subsequence of  co. 
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More generally given co as in Theorem 6, we say that a subsequence coj, -.- coJs is 
re-(k, l)-increasing if it has no (k, /)-decreasing subsequence of length m + 1 and 
co/.., coy, is re-(k, l)-decreasing if it has no (k, /)-increasing subsequences of length 
m + 1. Note that 1-(k,/)-increasing is simply (k, /)-increasing and 1-(k,/)-decreasing 
is simply (k,l)-decreasing. Let din(co) equal the length of the longest m-(k,l)- 
decreasing subsequence of co and ira(co) equal the length of the longest re-(k, l)- 
increasing subsequence of co. Greene proved in [3] that if tr = a~--. cr n is a permuta- 
tion, T= 0~-tTl ... tTn, the shape of T= (g~ >_ .-. >-Ar), and the conjugate shape of T, 
i.e. the partition which results by reading the column lengths of T, equals 
(£1>_ ... >_ ~s), then for every m<_r, im(t~)=;tl+'"+Am and for every m<_s, 
din(s) =~1 + "'" +~'m" Thus, applying Greene's result and Theorem 5, we have the 
following 
Theorem 7. For any word co=col ." con on the alphabet {1, ...,k, 1" ... ,l'}, let T= 
0= co, (Al, -.-, Ar) be the shape o f  T, and (A~, ~2, ..., £s) be the conjugate shape of  T. 
Then 
(i) for  every m<_r, im(co)=gl + ""+Am, and 
(ii) for  every m<__s, dm(s)=£l ÷ ' "+ f.m. 
Next we shall generalize the Knuth correspondence between integer valued 
matrices and pairs of column strict tableaux of the same shape. Before proceeding 
to define our correspondence, we need to establish some notation. Let 
~(k l ,  11, k2,12) denote the set of all (kl + ll) x (k 2 +/2) matrices M= [I MU ~ such that 
(i) Mi,/ is a nonnegative integer if either i<_k 1 and j<-k2 or k l<i<_k l+l  I and 
k 2 < j __< k 2 + 12, and 
(ii) Mi, j e {0, 1 }, otherwise. 
These conditions are pictured in Fig. 5. 
,( 
k 1 
f 
nonnegative 
integer valued 
matrix 
(0, 1)-matrix 
f 
[ 1 
(0, 1)-matrix 
nonnegative 
integer valued 
matrix 
Fig. 5. Conditions for ~(k  1,11 , k 2,/2) matrices. 
Given Me ~//(kl,ll,k2,12), let r(M)=(rl ,  ...,rk~+l~) where ri equals the ith row 
sum of T and c(M)=(cl,...,Ck2+l ~) where ci equals the ith column sum of T. 
Given a (k, l)-semistandard tableau T, we define the type of T, z(T), by setting 
z(T) = (al, ..., ak, bl, ---, bt) 
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where a i equals the number of times i occurs in T for i = 1,..., k and bj equals the 
number of time j '  occurs in T for j=  1, ..., l. We let ~k,t)(;t; r) denote the set of all 
(k, l)-semistandard tableaux T of shape A such that the type of T is r = (rl, ..., rk+t) 
V k+/ 121 =# of cells of 2. where ~,i= t Ti = 
We shall define a bijection 0 between dcr'e(kl,ll,k2,12), the set of all Me  
Jt(kl,ll,k2,12) such that r (M)=r  and c(M)=c, and ~z ~k,,t,)(2.,e)x ~k2,t2)(,~,r), 
the set of all pairs of tableaux (P, Q) of the same shape where P is a (k 1,/0-semi- 
standard tableau of type e and Q is a (k 2,12)-semistandard tableau of type r. First 
given a matrix MeJr'C(kl,ll,k2,12) form a word M(09)=tOl, ...,ton made up of 
biletters (j) as follows. We label the columns of M from right to left by 
1, ..., k~, 1', ..., l~ respectively and label the rows of M from top to bottom by 
1, ..., k2, 1', ..., 1~ respectively. Then for each entry Mi, j of M, the M(~o) will contain 
M~,j biletters of the form (~) where p is the label of the ith row of M and q is the 
label of the j th  column of M. Within the word M(to) the biletters are arranged so 
that their top elements weakly increase recalling our convention that 1 <--- < k~ < 
1'<-.. <1[. Among all those biletters with same 'top elements, we order them ac- 
cording to the following criterion; 
(i) A sequence of biletters (J,)(J2)"'" (j,) where i is a regular number, is arranged 
so that in the word J l""  J,, all the regular numbers preceed all the primed numbers, 
the regular numbers are weakly increasing, and the primed numbers are strictly in- 
creasing. (Note. Our conditions on M ensure that a biletter (j,) can occur at most 
once in M(to) for any primed number j'.) 
g sequence of biletters (~i)(~)"'" (J{) where i' is a primed number is arranged so 
that in the word J l " "  is, all the primed preceed all the regular numbers, the primed 
numbers are weakly decreasing, and the regular numbers are strictly decreasing. 
(Note. Our conditions on M ensure that a biletter (~') can occur at most once for 
any regular number j.) 
For example, for Me ~rr'e(3, 2, 2, 3) given below where r=(3,4,4,3,2) and e= 
(5,2,1,3,5), 
row labels--* 
M= 
1 
2 
0 
1 
1 
1 
2 3 
0 0 
2 0 
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 
11 2 I 
0 1 
1 1 
2 0 
0 2 
0 1 
column labels 
1 
2 
1' 
2' 
3' 
and 
(22)(2,.)(22.)(I:)(I:)(31') 
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If M(a~)= (g'l)"" (g:), then we refer to the subsequence bs,..., bt consisting of the 
bottom halves of all those letters whose top half is some fixed letter i as the ith block 
of M(m). Thus our conditions on M(to) ensure that the ith block of M(to) for a 
regular number is a (k2,12)-increasing sequence and that the ith block for a primed 
number is a (k2,/2)-decreasing sequence. 
Next we form a pair of tableaux (p,Q) of the same shape by letting 
P = 0 ~ b~--. bn and Q be the tableau which uses the top row of M(¢o) to record the 
growth of P. That is, as b d is inserted into Ty_ l=f=b l - "b j _ l  to form a new 
tableau Tj = Ty_ 1= bj, there is exactly one new square created. We put aj into the 
cell of Q that corresponds to the new created cell in Tj. We then define 
O(M)=(P, Q). For example, the first few steps of the growth of the P and Q 
tableaux as well as the final tableau P and Q for our example are in Fig. 6. 
0 1 
0 11 
0 112' 
0 112'2 
P 0 
11 11 1 i I 
i1 1121 1 i I 
1 1121 , , I 
2' 2 
1 1 1 1 1 2'] 3, I 
3 2 2 
1 2' 
1 2' 
1 
2 
Fig. 6. 
1 
1 
1 
I l l  
3' 2' 
2' 
2' 
Now it is obvious from our definitions that the P tableau is a (k~, l~)-semi- 
standard tableau of type c(M). Also the type of the Q tableau is clearly r(M), but 
it is not immediately ovious that Q is a (k2,12)-semistandard tableau. Since the top 
row of M(to) was ordered to be weakly increasing, we can prove that Q is a (k 2, •2)- 
semistandard tableau if we can establish the following two facts. 
(1) For any regular number i, all the cells in Q which contain i lie in different col- 
umns of Q. 
(2) For any primed number i', all the cells in P which contain i' lie different rows 
of Q. 
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These two facts will follow from our next proposition. 
Proposition 8. Suppose T is any (k, l)-semistandard tableau and T'= T= al ". an 
where a i E { 1,..., k, 1 ; . . . ,  l" } for  i = 1,..., n. Let cl , . . . ,  c n be the newly created cells 
in T' created by the insertion al , . . . ,  a n respectively. Then 
(i) i f  al "" an is a (k, l)-increasing sequence, then for  all i<j ,  ci lies in a column 
strictly to the right o f  that of  cj and in a row weakly below that o f  cj, and 
(ii) i f  al ... an is a (k, l)-decreasing sequence, then for  all i < j, ci lies in a column 
weakly to the right o f  that o f  cj and ci lies in a row which is strictly above that o f  
% 
Proof. It is enough to prove the proposition for n = 2. For (i), suppose al a2 is a 
(k, /)-increasing sequence. Thus either a I and a 2 are regular numbers and al-< a2, al 
is a regular number and a2 is a primed number, or al and a2 are primed numbers 
and al <a2. Suppose that 
I 
Now there are three possible cases. That is, (i) either al and hence a2 do not 
bump any elements in which case 
T* 
I 
or (ii) al bumps some bi and a2 does not bump anything in which case 
T=ala2= bl l "" I bi-1] bi+l I "" ] bs ] a2 i 
1 
and the lemma follows from the observation that in T*= bi, the bumping path of 
bi, i.e. the sequence of cells of T* which have elements which are bumped in the 
process of inserting bi in T*, always moves weakly to the left in columns; or (iii) 
al bumps b~ and a 2 also bumps an element in the first row which by our conven- 
tions must be some bj with j > i so that 
T* = bibj 
I 
in which case the proposition holds by induction for T*~bib j  since bib j is alSO a 
(k, /)-increasing sequence. 
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Part (ii) of the lemma follows from a similar analysis o we shall leave the details 
to the reader. [] 
Note that Proposition 8 shows not only that the Q tableau for O(M) = (P, Q) is 
a (k 2,/2)-semistandard tableau but that from the Q tableau we can recover the 
order in which the cells of P were created in the insertion of b~ ... bn into the empty 
tableau. That is, those cells in Q with smaller entries were created in P before those 
cells with larger entries. Moreover, the proposition implies that among those cells 
of Q which contain the same regular number i, the cells were created in P in order 
from left to right since the ith block of bl "" bn where M(to)=(gt,)-.-(g~) is a 
(k2,/2)-increasing sequence. Also, among those cells of Q which contain the same 
primed number i', the cells were created in P in order from top to bottom since the 
i'th block of bl "" bs is a (k2,/2)-increasing sequence. 
For example, from the Q tableau of our previous example, we can read off that 
the cells of P were created in the following order. 
1 2 
4 12 
8 13 
3 5L617115 I
16 
9 14 
113 
11 
It folows that we can reverse the row insertion process of P from (P, Q) since the 
Q tableau tell us the order in which the cells of P are created so that we can recover 
M(to) from (P, Q). Moreover 0 is onto because if we are given a pair of tableaux 
(P,Q)e~k,,tO(Z,c)X~k2,t2)(k,r)  and we reverse the insertion algorithm as in- 
dicated above to produce a biword (t~q~)-.- (g:), then it is not difficult to see that 
Proposition 8 implies that for each regular number i the /-block is a (k2,/2)- 
increasing sequence and for each primed i', the/'-block is a (k2,/2)-decreasing se- 
quence. Thus (~'~) ..- (~:) will correspond a matrix Me J r 'c (k  1,11, k2,/2). Thus 0 is 
indeed a bijection so that we have reproven 
Corollary 4(a). For any r, c, kl, ll, k2, and l 2, 0 is a bijection between 
~r,c(kl,ll,k2,12) and ~((k,,i,)(~,C)X~((k2,12)(~,r ). 
A 
Recall s(k,O(A) is the number of (k,/)-semistandard tableau of shape 2. Define f~ 
to be the number of standard tableau of shape A. Then the special case of the 0 bijec- 
tion where we restrict ourselves to those matrices M in ~(k, l, n, O) whose column 
sums are always 1 proves the following identity which was first proved in [1] via a 
different modification of the row insertion algorithm. 
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Corollary 9. (k+ l) n= ~,~ Stk, t)(A)f ~. 
Proof. Clearly, the number of Me alL(k, l, n, 0) with column sums identically 1is just 
(k+ l) n. The 0 bijection then maps the set of such M onto ~A ~k,t)(2) X ~n,0)(C, A). 
The result now follows from the observation that since c=(1, ..., 1), ~n,0)(c,;t) is 
just the set of standard tableaux of shape 2. [] 
The 0 bijection also gives a bijective proof of an analogue of the Cauchy identity 
for Hook Schur functions. That is, for the usual Schur functions 
E o,(r) 
where the sum runs over all column strict tableau T of shape 2, the Knuth cor- 
respondence between matrices and pairs of column strict tableaux gives a bijective 
proof of 
n m 1 
l'I ~, = ~ S;t(Xl,...,xn)S,~(yl,...,ym). (1) 
i=1 j=l 1 - -x iY  j
A generalization of (1) follows from the 0 bijection. That is, given an Me 
~(kl, l l ,k2,12),  define the weight of M, 09(M), equal to the polynomial which 
results by replacing each biletter (j) in M(~) by 
(i) xjyi if i and j are regular numbers, 
(ii) xjt i if j is regular and i is primed, 
(iii) sjyj if j is primed and i regular, and 
(iv) sit i if both i and j are primed numbers. 
For instance, the weight of the matrix M in our examples is 
(XlYl) 2 (s2Yl) (x2Y2) 2 ($1Y2) (s2Y2) (sit1) 2 (x3t 1) (Xltl) ($2t2) 2(Xlt2) (s3t3) (X3 t3)- 
It is then easy to see that the generating function of matrices in oZe(kl, Ii, k2,/2) by 
weight is just 
k, k2 l, z= 1 kl Ir It k2 
]-[ I-[ 1 l-I I I  -- I I  I I  (1 + xitj) ]-[ 1-I (1 + siYj) (2) 
iffil jffil 1 - -x iy  j i=1 j=t 1 - -s it  j i l l  j=l  i=I j=l  
Since for O(M) = (P, Q), the type of the P tableau is c(M) and the type of the Q is 
r(M), the 0 bijection proves the following analogue of the Cauchy identity. 
Corollary lO(a). 
E HSA(X l , - - - ,  Xkl'~ Sl ,  ". . ,  Sll) HSa(yl,  ... ,Yk2; tk2, ..., tt2) 
A 
1 I[ 1 
= l-I ~_x iy  j 1-sit j  l-I ( l +xitj) i I  (l +siYj)" 
Note that the special case where 11 =/2 = 0 is exactly the Cauchy identity (1). 
We can also prove an analogue of the identity 
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n m 
I I  I I  (1 + xiyj)= ~., Sa(Xl,...,Xn)S,v(yl, ..., yn) 
i=1  j= l  A 
(3) 
where A' denotes the conjugate partition of A. 
To prove the analogue of (3), we consider the set of matrices ~/tT(kl, 11, k 2,/2) con- 
sisting of all matrices ~r such that 
(i) MO~ {0, 1} if either i<_k I and j-<k2 or kl<i<_kl+ll  and kE<j<_k2+12, and 
(ii) 37Ii, j is nonnegative integer, otherwise 
These conditions are pictured in Fig. 7. 
k( 
,( 
k I 
(0, 1)-matrix 
nonnegative 
integer valued 
matrix 
l 1 
,A 
f 
nonnegative 
integer valued 
matrix 
(0, 1)-matrix 
Fig. 7. Conditions for ~7(k l, l l, k2,/2) matrices. 
We let ~Tr'C(k 1,11, k2,/2) denote the set of all matrices AT/= ~7(kl, l1, k2,/2) with 
r(M) = r and c(M) - c. Given an l~t = 17(kl, Ii, k2,/2), we form the word of M, to(h7/), 
exactly as before except that we arrange the biletters in o9(~/)= (gl)... a, (b ) so the 
ai's weakly increase, the elements of any/-block for a regular number i form a 
(k, ll)-decreasing sequence, and the elements of any / 'b lock  for a primed number 
i' form a (kl,/0-increasing sequence. We give an example of og(M) for 37/6 
~7r'c(3, 2, 2, 3) in Fig. 8 where r=(3,2,4,3,2) and c=(3,2,2,3,4).  
row labels--, 1 2 3 1' 2' ~ column labels 
0 1 0 0 2 1 
0 1 1 0 0 2 
AT'/= 1 0 1 1 1 1' 
2 0 0 1 0 2' 
0 0 0 1 1 3' 
= 
Fig. 8. 
We note that our conditions on ~(k~, l~, k2,/2) ensure that for regular numbers 
i, we can always arrange the ith block of ~0(~) to be a (kl,/0-decreasing sequence 
and for palmed numbers i', we can always arrange the ith block of co(~) to be a 
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(kl,ll)-increasing sequence. Then we form a pair of tableaux (P, Q) where P= 
O = bl "" bn and Q records the growth of P, i.e. we place a i in the cell which cor- 
responds to the new cell created by the insertion of b i in O=bl " "  bi- I .  We then let 
~(A~/) = (P, Q). For example, for AT/as in Fig. 8: P and Q are as in Fig. 9. 
1 
2 
P= 3 
I 
1 1 1 1 ' [2 '  
1 
3 1' 2' 
and Q= 
I 
1 2 1' 1' 1 ' [3 '  
1 
1 2 2' 2' 
1 
Fig. 9. 
Then P will be a (kl,ll)-semistandard tableau of type c as before. For the Q 
tableau, Proposition 8 will imply that the regular part of Q is a row strict tableau 
since for any regular number i, the ith blocks are (kl, ll)-decreasing. Similarly, the 
primed part of Q will be a column strict skew tableau since for primed numbers i,
the ith blocks are (kl,ll)-decreasing sequences. Thus the conjugate of Q, i.e. the 
tableau Q' which results from flipping Q about the diagonal, is a (k 2,12)-semi- 
standard tableau of shape A' where the shape of P=). .  Moreover, we can recover 
from the Q tableau, the order in which the cells of P were created. That is, those 
cells in Q with smaller entries were created in P before those cells with larger entries. 
Among those cells in Q which contain the same regular number i, the cells were 
created in P in order from top to bottom and among those cells in Q which contain 
the same primed number, the cells were created in P in order from left to right. 
Thus, once again from the pair (P, Q) we can reconstruct the bumping process and 
hence the word oo(37/). Thus, /I is a bijection and we have reproven 
Corollary 4(b). For any r, c, kl , ll, k2, /2, ~ is bijection between 
i r ' c (k ,  ll,k2,12) and ~ ~k, ll)(C,A)X ~k2,o(r,A'). 
X 
We define the weight, WOT/), for ~/e ~7(k 1, l 1, k 2,/2) exactly as before so that 
the generating function of the weights of all AT/in i (k l ,  Ii, k2,/2) is 
H H (1 =}=xiYj) H H (1 + sitj) H H -- H H I (4) 
iffil j=l  i=l j=l  i=1 j=l 1 - -x i t  j j=l 1 i= I -- s iY j  
Thus, the ~ bijection proves the following 
Corollary lO(b). 
HSz(Xl, ..., Xk,; S 1, . . . ,  Si, ) HSz,(yl, ..., Yk2; tl, ..., h2) 
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-- 1-I (1 + xiYi) 1-[ (1 + sitj) 1-I 
1 1 
II (1 -xitj) (1 --siYj) 
Note that in the special case, where 1~ =•2=0, Corollary 10(b) reduces to the 
identity (3). 
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